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The Child Support Enforcement
Program From a Fiscal Perspective:

How Can Performance Be Improved?

The child support enforcement program has as its primary purpose the
collection of child support payments for custodial parents and their chil-
dren. The program is administered by county district attorneys. It results
in savings to the state because most of the collections made on behalf
of families receiving aid under the California Work Opportunity and
Responsibility to Kids (CalWORKs) program are used to offset the public
costs of CalWORKs grants.

We found that there is a strong relationship between the amount of
resources committed by the counties in administering the child support
enforcement program and the amount of child support collected.

We also found that the fiscal structure for funding the child support
enforcement program in California gives counties an incentive to hold
spending down to relatively low levels, even though increased spend-
ing is likely to be cost-beneficial from a statewide perspective due to
the savings in CalWORKs grants. In our field visits, moreover, state and
county administrators indicated that counties are reluctant to increase
expenditures in the program once they achieve a “no net county cost”
situation—that is, where their revenues from incentive payments and
CalWORKs grant savings are sufficient to cover their county costs. As
such, the counties often choose not to increase expenditures in the
program even if they believe there is a chance of covering their addi-
tional costs.

v Transfer the responsibility for administering and funding the pro-
gram from the counties to the state. In this way, the state would
have control over the allocation of program resources.

v Retain county administration, but establish a new fiscal incentive
program which is designed specifically to address the reasons
the counties often do not increase program spending even when
such spending would result in net savings on a statewide basis.
Under this option, for any county that increases expenditures by
more than 5 percent (the statewide average increase between
1996-97 and 1997-98), the state would reimburse the county to
cover any gap between the county’s net revenues (incentive pay-
ments and CalWORKs grant savings) and net costs.
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INTRODUCTION
In California, the child support enforcement

program is administered by county district attor-

neys under the oversight of the Department of

Social Services. During the 1990s, the program

has been the subject of considerable criticism for

poor performance. In this report, we show how

program performance is affected by the state’s

system for funding the program. Additionally, we

present two options for improving this system of

funding, which in turn will improve the collections

performance of the child support enforcement

program.

BACKGROUND

The child support enforcement program has as

its primary purpose the collection of child support

payments for custodial parents. The state provides

these services to parents receiving public assis-

tance through the CalWORKs program (formerly

Aid to Families with Dependent Children) and, on

request, to non-CalWORKs parents.

As noted above, the county district attorneys

administer the program at the local level and are

responsible for determining how much to spend in

carrying out this task. About two-thirds of the

costs of administering the program are reimbursed

by the federal government. In addition,

the counties receive incentive payments from the

federal and state governments which, in many

cases, are sufficient to cover the remaining county

costs. In 1997-98, the counties spent $446 million

to administer the program, and collected $1.4 bil-

lion in child support.

Most of the child support collections made on

behalf of families receiving CalWORKs grants are

used to reimburse the federal, state, and county

governments for their costs of funding these

grants. Because the federal and state governments

fund most of the costs of CalWORKs grants, they

are the primary fiscal beneficiaries of these child

support collections.
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PROGRAM PERFORMANCE STRONGLY
AFFECTED BY PROGRAM SPENDING

There is significant variation among the

58 counties in program performance. In 1997-98,

for example, collections per case for CalWORKs

families in the best-performing county was about

six times that of the worst-performing county. (For

technical reasons related to county case closure

practices, we do not have a good measure of

performance for the non-CalWORKs component

of the program. We note that the fiscal impact of

the program on the government is due primarily to

collections on CalWORKs cases.)

In reports issued in the early 1990s (see, for

example, the Analysis of the 1990-91 Budget Bill,

pages 707-710), we showed that there is a strong

relationship between the amount of resources

committed by the counties in administering the

child support enforcement program and the

amount of child support collected. Specifically,

almost half of the variation among the counties in

the average amount collected per case was

explained by the variation in “administrative

effort” (expenditures per case). In other words, the

amount of funds spent by a county in administer-

ing its child support program had a significant

impact on its eventual success in collecting child

support. In addition, we examined a variety of

demographic variables (such as county unemploy-

ment rates) and found that they had no significant

effect on performance, after controlling for admin-

istrative effort.

We also found that many of the largest counties

in the state had relatively low levels of administra-

tive effort and relatively poor performance in

collections. Because these counties have large

child support caseloads, their relatively poor

performance had a significant effect on the state’s

overall level of performance.

Figure 1 (see page 4) shows that these findings

were still applicable in 1997-98. It shows that the

administrative effort per case made by the best-

performing counties ($1,253) was, on average,

more than twice that of the worst-performing

counties ($503).
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Figure 1

Child Support Enforcement Program—CalWORKs Cases
Administrative Effort of Highest- and
Lowest-Performing Counties

1997-98

Highest-Performing Counties
(Top Quartile)

Lowest-Performing Counties
(Bottom Quartile)

County
Collections per

Casea
Administrative

Effort b County
Collections per

Casea
Administrative

Effort b

Alpine $3,343 $1,589 Lassen $1,325 $548
El Dorado 3,121 1,593 Imperial 1,313 411
Nevada 2,739 1,030 Lake 1,289 475
Sierra 2,593 1,647 Glenn 1,271 660
San Benito 2,584 1,316 Kern 1,244 470
Napa 2,370 1,368 Alameda 1,224 371
Marin 2,269 1,374 San Joaquin 1,142 427
Sonoma 2,269 1,398 Mono 1,046 1,307
Mariposa 2,074 1,108 Riverside 1,008 406
San Mateo 1,968 1,348 Modoc 993 761
Trinity 1,922 994 Yuba 883 332
Amador 1,911 1,592 Sacramento 869 318
Tehama 1,897 571 San Bernardino 793 303
Merced 1,894 621 Los Angeles 524 261

Unweighted
average $2,354 $1,253

Unweighted
average $1,066 $503

a
Based on cases in CalWORKs (Title IV-A) program.

b
Administrative expenditures per case (CalWORKs cases).

In a separate report issued in 1992 (The

1992-93 Budget: Perspectives and Issues, pages

153-169), we concluded that the fiscal structure

for funding the child support enforcement pro-

gram in California gave counties an incentive to

hold spending down to relatively low levels, even

though increased spending was likely to be cost-

beneficial from a statewide perspective.

This finding remains applicable to the program

as it is currently structured. To illustrate, Figure 2

shows the state and county fiscal impacts of an

increase in spending under two scenarios that are

FISCAL STRUCTURE DOES NOT ENCOURAGE
OPTIMAL PROGRAM SPENDING LEVELS
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Figure 2

Scenario 1: Collections/Costs Ratios = $4/$1

Scenario 2: Collections/Costs Ratio = $2/$1

Net Costs (Savings) From $1 Increase in Spending
Under Two Marginal Collections/Costs a Scenarios

County State

Expenditures:
Administration $.34 —
Incentive payments — $.30

Revenues:
Incentive payments (.54) —
CalWORKs grant savings (.04) (.84)

Net fiscal impact ($.24) ($.54)

Expenditures:
Administration $.34 —
Incentive payments — $.15

Revenues:
Incentive payments (.27) —
CalWORKs grant savings (.02) (.42)

Net fiscal impact $.05 ($.27)
a

Ratio of increase in total collections (net of $50 disregard payments) to increase in total administrative
costs.

representative examples of the fiscal context in

which many of the counties operate. The first

scenario represents a relatively efficient county

which collects an additional $4 in child support

for every additional $1 spent in administering the

program. The second scenario represents a

relatively inefficient county which collects an

additional $2 for each additional $1 expended.

The figure shows that after accounting for

federal reimbursements for expenditures,

CalWORKs grant savings from child support

collections, and state and

federal incentive payments

to the counties, the rela-

tively inefficient county

(Scenario 2) experiences a

net cost of 5 cents per

dollar expended and there-

fore does not have a fiscal

incentive to increase spend-

ing. This occurs even

though the additional

spending would result in a

net savings to the state

(27 cents) as well as to the

state as a whole when

combining the state and

county impacts (county

cost of 5 cents and state

savings of 27 cents).

We made similar findings

in our 1992 report, and

concluded by recommend-

ing two options: (1) state assumption of responsi-

bility for administering the program, or (2) estab-

lishment of an additional incentive program to

encourage counties (particularly the more efficient

counties) to increase expenditures. The Legislature

subsequently enacted a variation of the fiscal

incentive program we proposed (Chapter 92,

Statutes of 1992), which is currently known as the

State Investment Fund Project. The department

estimates that the project is cost effective, but it is

a small program (about $3.5 million) because only

ten counties have chosen to participate.
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In spite of the state and federal incentive

payments and the State Investment Funds Project,

it appears that the counties continue to under-

invest in the program. As we discussed above, one

reason is that some counties might find that there

is no fiscal benefit to the county in increasing

expenditures even though the state would benefit.

In our field visits, moreover, state and county

administrators indicated that counties are reluctant

to increase expenditures in the program once they

achieve a “no net county cost” situation—that is,

where their revenues from incentive payments and

CalWORKs grant savings are sufficient to cover

their county costs, net of federal reimbursements.

In other words, the counties tend to be “risk-

averse.” As such, once they reach a no net county

cost position, they may choose not to increase

expenditures in the program even if they believe

there is a reasonably good chance of increasing

collections by enough to generate sufficient

revenues to cover their additional costs.

WHAT CAN BE DONE TO INCREASE
PROGRAM SPENDING?

As discussed above, our research leads us to

the conclusion that one way to improve program

performance—with the prospect of also achieving

state savings—is to increase spending for program

administration (particularly in the relatively effi-

cient counties). From a fiscal standpoint, program

expenditures should be increased in each county

to the point where marginal collections equal

marginal costs.

We offer two alternatives to move toward

“fiscally optimal” investment levels in the child

support enforcement program. The first is the

same option we advanced in 1992: state adminis-

tration of the program. In this way, the state would

have control over the allocation of program

resources. We note, in this respect, that SB 407/

1994 (Hughes) was based on this approach, but

the bill was not passed by the Legislature. A bill

has been introduced in the current legislative

session—SB 542 (Burton and Schiff)—which also

calls for state administration of the program.

Our second option is to establish a new incen-

tive program; but unlike the existing incentive

mechanisms, this program is specifically designed

to address the tendency of the counties to be risk-

averse with respect to increasing expenditures.

Under this option, for any county that increases

program expenditures by more than 5 percent

(the statewide average increase between 1996-97

and 1997-98), the state would reimburse the

county to cover any gap between the county’s

net revenues (incentive payments and CalWORKs

grant savings) and net costs. (Expenditures re-

quired for the new statewide automation system
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would be excluded.) The department would

conduct audits of county revenue and expendi-

ture reports and would be responsible for deter-

mining the annual fiscal effects.

Referring back to Figure 2, a participating

county represented by Scenario 1 would not

receive any state reimbursement because the

additional spending would result in a net savings

to the county. A county represented by

Scenario 2, on the other hand, would receive a

state reimbursement of 5 cents (the net cost to the

county) for each additional dollar expended. Note

that in this case the state would still achieve a net

savings of 22 cents per dollar expended.

If it is determined that additional program

expenditures by a county result in a net fiscal cost

to the state as a whole (combined state/county

fiscal impact), the county would not be eligible for

state reimbursements in subsequent years until the

department makes a finding that the county has

adopted administrative changes that are likely to

lead to an increase in its level of efficiency.

If this new program were to have the desired

effect of causing counties to increase their admin-

istrative effort, it would lead to net savings to the

state in most cases (illustrated by both Scenarios 1

and 2) and potentially to the counties as well

(Scenario 1). We note that the program could

result in a state reimbursement to a county that

would have increased spending by the same

amount in the absence of the new incentive

program. In such a case, the program would, in

effect, result in a net cost to the state and a

corresponding gain to the county. The state

reimbursement, however, would have to be

invested by the county in its child support en-

forcement program, which could ultimately lead to

additional collections that result in savings to the

state.

CONCLUSION

We believe that both options would lead to

improvement in the performance of the state’s

child support enforcement program. State adminis-

tration probably has greater potential to maximize

the net fiscal benefit to the state, but could in-

volve program disruptions such as staffing

changes. The new incentive structure, conversely,

probably would not result in optimal levels of

spending but would be relatively easy to imple-

ment because it can be grafted onto the existing

administrative structure.
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